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“I help brands & business
owners discover their
brand’s true potential to
grow, through great design
and engaging copy.”

2017 MEDIA KIT

Hello There!
WEB
michellefreelances.com
EMAIL
michellefreelances@gmail.com
SOCIAL
@michellefreelances

Thank you for your interest in my creative services. I
specialize in both creative copywriting and graphic design,
and offer a wide range of services based on your needs.
WHY HIRE ME?
As a freelancer, working outside of a busy office
environment ensures that I am able to get things done on
time (as compared to an office-bound individual) without
getting overly-stressed or uninspired.
A freelancer fills in the gaps for companies where headcount is limited, or when projects have a constrained
budget. Outsourcing has recently become the new M.O.
for many companies, big or small. My services are priced
competitively, but you can rest assured that it is much lower
than the cost of hiring an agency or another employee.
IN CONCLUSION:
• I am perfect for companies who want to spend less
• I can produce high-quality work

ABOUT THE CREATIVE | MICHELLE LIM

EDUCATION
Diploma in
Advertising & Graphic Design,
The One Academy (2006-2009)
YEARS OF WORK EXPERIENCE
8 years and counting
FREELANCING SINCE
October 2015

I have worked in the publishing industry as a graphic
designer for 5 years (since 2010). Art direction and book/
magazine page layouts are my strong suits. Branding is also
something that comes to me naturally and I have helped my
clients rebrand & function better with a more cohesive look.
In addition to that, I have a passion for creative writing
and hold a strong command of English. Since I started
freelancing (2015), I have written for newsprints and various
online portals. I am currently Editor for Redbull.my (since
2016) which focuses on fast-paced content creation.
My website is also aimed to help brands & struggling
freelancers with a FREE subscription to my MF Creative Tools
& Resources which contains useful, printable worksheets.
When I’m not working, I’m usually catching up on my
reading, traveling, journaling and painting.

M IC HE LLE FRE E LANCES .COM

Services & Rates
COPYWRITING

ARTICLES & CONTENT
FOR WEB & PRINT
MYR150 – 300 words & under
60 cents/word – over 300 words

CORPORATE
PROFILES & CONTENT
FOR WEB & PRINT
Starts from MYR600

CLIENTS OF NOTE

I am well-versed in writing articles that are related to the
following topics:
• Interviews with Personalities/Youths
• Travel & Adventure
• Beauty & Fashion (reviews & events)
• Health & Fitness (reviews & events)
• Arts & Music (reviews & events)

Looking to jazz up certain areas of your company’s corporate
profile? I can help out in these areas:
• Company Profile / About Us / Mission Statement
• Website Content
• Newsletter Content
• Corporate Presentation / Press Releases

REDBULL.MY (WEB EDITOR)
KW-JWEE MARKETING
GUOCERA TILES
CHALKBOARD BY D’JUNGLEPEOPLE
CRUZ EVENTS SDN BHD
THE SUN DAILY NEWSPAPER
KINKY BLUE FAIRY

Michelle is a very committed writer who
“prioritise
in delivering her best in the shortest
time. Dealing with her is a pleasure as she
receive and understands brief and feedback
quickly. Her reliability is top notch and you are
rest assured that she will deliver.

”

– GABRIEL ONG, DIGITAL MANAGER,
RED BULL MEDIA HOUSE

M IC HE LLE FRE E LANCES .COM

Portfolio
COPYWRITING

Master of sound

Daniel admits that he cannot survive without Malaysian food.

Next Gen
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was the re-staging. The initial
show took us five months to
complete. However, it was loads
of fun because there was a great
group effort where everyone
was involved in the song
selection process.

Your career has been
quite illustrious. What do
you think is your biggest
achievement to date?
Well, what sounds good on
record is definitely being
nominated for the AIM awards.
On a personal level though, I am
much prouder of my YouTube
collaborations with various
artistes. Everything you hear
there represents my combined
years of experience and
learning.

What does the life of an
independent music producer
entail?
For me, my daily schedule
consists of drinking coffee,
meeting deadlines and trying
to keep a good routine.
After all, I believe that
your career is your life
and in reality, you have a
deadline to meet rather
than a job to keep.

Could you share one of your
best performances with us?
In 2013, I was the opening act for
the Shout! Awards where I got
to play an original song of mine,
featuring Vince Chong. It was
amazing because it was a fullfledged production which had
thousands of people in the
audience. The feeling was just
indescribable.
Tell us about your experience
working with comedienne
Joanne Kam for her In Your
Face musical variety show
last December.
The whole process took about a
month to put together, since this

That sounds like a lot of
work! How do you let off
steam when you need a
break?
I try to go out more and socialise
with friends. Other than that, I’m
also taking up wakeboarding
which I do frequently at a centre
in the MINES Resort City.
Travelling is also
something
that I try to
do more
of.

His elder
brother is
the only
member in
the family
who isn’t in
the music
industry.

YOUTH

ADIB RAWI/
THESUN

Phang
performs
exclusively
with the
Katoon
Network
squad.

YOUTH
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For the

love of cakes
> For Jaslyn Rangson, crafting delightful
cakes trumps a career in economics

BY MICHELLE LIM

Azeem is also
a vocalist for
Juxtaposed,
a band he
shares with
his brothers.

Fusing nature with art
> He is the art world’s version of Captain Planet

The most memorable piece I can think
of was created when I was about 10. I
turned a 70 sen exercise book into a
comic about superheroes and
everyday life. My teacher was
impressed when she saw it.

Eiichiro Oda.

NORMAN HIU/THESUN

She has three
other siblings,
but remains the
only dancer in
the family.

Phang is highly
inspired by the
hip hop culture
in Japan.

number 77. Everyone called me
Seven and somehow the name just
stuck.
How did you first find your love for
hip hop dance?
When I was a teenager, I was inspired
by the movie You Got Served (2004),
which was really popular at that time. I
truly admired the dance moves and
loved how cool they looked. I began
learning on my own from
watching similar videos and
movies. I later joined a dance
studio where I met the first
few members of my
current crew.

wouldn’t be where I am now.
If art were a superpower, what
would you do with it?
Grow more trees, and reduce the
amount of buildings that are not ecofriendly.
That said, what would your dream
project look like?
I’d like to collaborate with architects
and engineers to fuse our buildings
with nature. I want to turn all of our
skyscrapers into buildings that
are sustainable and

aesthetically pleasing because our
earth deserves better from us.
Do you think social media has
played a role in your success?
In some ways, it has helped me reach
out to a community of people who
heavily relies on social media to find
artists. Fans sometimes turn into
buyers; but social media shouldn’t be
the only outlet to rely on.

E

CONOMICS graduate Jaslyn
Rangson has always had a
hunch that she would not be
putting her degree to much
use.
Armed with a love for baking and
the quaint cafes of London, on top of a
lingering dream to open her own cafe,
Rangson decided to chase her
delicious dream upon returning home
from studying in the United
Kingdom.
Jaslyn Cakes kicked off as a
home-based business, but
soon garnered enough
attention to take shape as a
bricks-and-mortar business.
It has been calling Bangsar’s
popular Jalan Telawi its home
Rangson’s interest
in baking was
piqued when she
was 15.

What is your daily routine like?
I usually sketch in the
mornings, and by noon I’ll be
at Titikmerah to work on
bigger pieces. The rest of the
day is spent networking and
responding to emails.
People often ask if it’s a real
job. Yes, it is – minus the
punchcard and dress
code.
If you could go back
in time, what would
you tell your younger
self?
Work hard, but
remember to
appreciate time with
your family.
He co-founded
Titikmerah Gallery in
June 2014.

for over a year now.
Running a cafe is no bed of roses, so
it’s a great thing that Rangson is
backed by experience she gained
while working at various cafes in
London.
“These cafes are where I draw my
inspiration from, and it is through
working there that I come to
understand the details and effort it
takes to run one,” said the 26-year-old.
The work experience proved to be
of good use because it has helped
Rangson navigate through
feedback and criticism,
establish a proper system,
and manage staff.
Now, Jaslyn Cakes has a
good routine up and running,
and a stream of customers
who frequently come back
for her lip-smacking
offerings.
“My favourite
aspect of the job is
meeting new faces
and greeting the
regular ones. Our
team is also really
tight-knit and we
work really well
together,” she
noted.

What makes Jaslyn
Cakes stand out from
the other
confectioners?

TRIVIA
Sweet or savoury: Savoury.
Favourite place: London.
Current read: The Wind-Up
Bird Chronicle by Haruki
Murakami.
Life motto: ‘Don’t overthink
things – just do it.’

I think it’s our down to
earth style that customers
can relate to. We don’t
try to make fancy
flavours or designs,
but stick to the
simplicity of things
such as butter
cakes and cookies.
You could say
that our

The store interior was designed by Rangson's sister, while the furniture was
made by her mum.
presentation is also very homey and
rustic.

of cakes from other bakeries around
the world.

A lot of ingredients that are
used in your cakes are organic.
Is that intentional?

What are your interests outside
of work?

Well, I just think that if you are taking
effort to make nice cakes, you might as
well put good stuff into it. I avoid
artificial colourings and preservatives,
and bleached products because I want
to make the calories in my baked
goods worth consuming.

I’m a really homey person, so I usually
just like to stay home and read.
Otherwise, I’d use the time to catch up
with my friends and family. I have an
interest in travel as well, and
hopefully, I would have more time to
do that and see more places in the
future.

That’s thoughtful! And what are
some of your crowd-pleasers?

Finally, are there any plans for
expansion?

People tend to go with things that they
are familiar with, so my cheesecakes
and chocolate cookies are the
bestsellers. Recently however, the
banana cake is getting really popular
too!

Do you follow TV shows like
Cake Boss or DC Cupcakes to get
inspired?

Actually, I do not watch TV at all. I
prefer to read books, and I own a lot of
cookbooks! Most of
my visual
inspiration
comes from
Instagram; you
can actually
travel the world
browsing
through the
app. I make
use of
location tags
to see the variety

At the moment, there is no plan to
expand physically; I’m
content with the
current set-up.
However, I would
like to start
something related
to the business,
such as a food
blog, and maybe
do some food
styling as well.

Jaslyn Cakes made its debut in Wondermama
Cafe, when it was still home-based.

Favourite kicks: Adidas trainers.
Dance inspirations: Henry Link
(USA) and Kyoka (Japan).
Best genres to dance to: 90s hip
hop, new jack swing and house.
Dance philosophy: “Never give
up, keep on trying and always be
humble.”

contend at the 2014 World Hip Hop
Dance Championship. Although we
only made it through to the semi-final,
it was an honour to participate in one
of the world’s biggest hip hop dance
tournaments! We hope to make it back
again and win.
Which do you prefer: freestyle or
choreography?
Definitely freestyle. There’s nothing
like having the freedom to interpret
music through your body in a
spontaneous manner.
What do you think is your spirit
animal?
A bird! I love the freedom of

movement, and to be able to go
anywhere I want would be amazing.
Illustrate your typical dance outfit.
An oversized tee with a hoodie and
baggy pants, cap and trainers. Because
I’m quite skinny, wearing layered,
oversized clothes would give me a
better form when I dance.
What is your goal for the year?
I am working hard to be part of more
competitions, especially ones that are
held overseas. I also want to grow the
hip hop scene in Malaysia and help
break stereotypes that hip hop dancers
are all hooligans. We’re pretty nice
people actually!

YOUTH
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Fit for the job

> Shannon Toh is spearheading the appreciation
of nicely-designed and well-fitted tees
BY MICHELLE LIM

S

HANNON Toh first ventured
into the T-shirt industry with
only 100 plain tees in hand for
the Youth 2009 trade show –
and sold them all within two
days.
“It was the great fit of the tees that
captured the customers, as everyone was
trying on my shirts and buying them right
after,” Toh recalled.
He realised then that there was a gap in
the market for good-fitting T-shirts.
“I was heavily influenced by bands of
the nineties like Blink-182, whose band
tees have really cool designs. They also
wore Hurley shirts a lot, which have both
good design and perfect fit. So I thought
why can’t we have this in Malaysia too?”
he quipped.
Later that year, Toh quit his full-time
job in audit and accounting to pursue his
passion, along with his partner Quah Nian
King. Together, they brought a fresh
niche into the market as apparel
consultants, and
branded Salty
Customs as a
business-tobusiness (B2B)
T-shirt design and
supply company.
Having no
formal training
in art or graphic
design, Toh
relied on
online

25

tutorials and friends’ guidance during the
initial stages when he assumed the role of
creative director. As the business grew,
he hired help so that he could focus on
developing the company.
In 2015, Salty Customs expanded into
Singapore, marking the first step towards
their dream.
“We have this big goal to help people
express themselves, by providing the
service that enables it. This is something
we are constantly improving on, so that
we can eventually grow Salty Customs
into a global brand,” said the 27-year-old.

How do you define the perfect fit
for a T-shirt?

For me, the perfect fit is a shirt that
complements your body type. It shouldn’t
be too baggy or too tight, and I am
particular about sleeves. The sleeves
should mould to your arm’s curves and
not flare outwards as that gives the
wearer a boxy look.

What did your parents think of
your decision to initiate Salty
Customs six years ago?

They were a little worried in the
beginning, as they come from a
generation that believes in stability and
also, loyalty to a company. However after
quitting my job, they offered a spare
room for me to use as my start-up office,
which was a very nice gesture. So I would
definitely say that they were supportive.

As a gen-Y entrepreneur, how
does your work culture differ
from a typical corporate
environment?

Clocking in every day is like
working with a bunch of
friends, as we are open to
ideas and practise a good
work-life balance. During
the hiring process, what’s
most important to me is not
one’s level of education but
rather, their personality
and how well they fit in
with the team. For
example, if I cannot
imagine having drinks
with someone, then it’s
going to be difficult for us to
work together.

Name us one
challenge you face in
the business?
Market sophistication.

He grew up playing futsal, which remains
his favourite pastime.

Toh is the
younger of
two brothers.

Since day one, I still find the need to
educate people about the importance of
paying for a good quality product. Most
people still prefer to seek out cheap
T-shirts to use as free gifts, which
have little or no thought given
into the design and fit. This is
where I want to make a
difference, to change that
mindset. It’s an ongoing
challenge, but I like how it
gives us a chance to educate
more people.

What do you think
you’d be doing in a
parallel universe?

I would still love to be an
entrepreneur. However, if
I were to pick something
really out there, I’d like to
be a guitarist for the band
Guns N’ Roses.

TRIVIA
Favourite t-shirt brand: Johnny
Cupcakes.
Preferred t-shirt colour: Black.
Best way to de-stress: Playing
Guitar Hero on PlayStation
Quote to live by: “If you want to
go fast, go alone. If you want to go
far, go together.”
Biggest dream: To build a legacy.

N HIU/THESUN
RMA
NO

What were some of the toughest
phases in your career as an artist?
The beginning is always tough when it
comes to getting exposure, recognition
and sales. It takes a lot of perseverance
to go through this stage. Many artists
would have already given up and gone
back to the nine-to-five corporate life.
I’m grateful
that I
managed to
pull through
those difficult
moments;
otherwise I

Hidden talent: Ambidexterity.

> Being the only rose among the thorns – most of the time, anyway – will not
stop Seven from dancing to international limelight

TRIVIA
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Tell us about the first
piece of art you created.

Hip hopping to fame

What is your
biggest
achievement to
date?
Our team was flown
out to Las Vegas to

Editor: PETER YAP Coordinator: RACHEL LAW E-MAIL: rachellaw@thesundaily.com

Where do you usually draw your
inspiration from?
From the people around me, and the
many issues we have – especially
environmental ones. As
you can see from my
Arcology series, most of
TRIVIA
my work contains
elements of nature. This
Favourite artist: Datuk
series is my reaction
Mohammad Nor Khalid aka Lat.
towards the treatment of
When not painting: “I sing or
humans on the
watch wrestling shows.”
environment. It paints a
bleak, dystopian future to
Favourite medium: Ink pens.
remind us to do something
Current read: One Piece by
before it’s too late.

EING a female dancer in
Malaysia’s male-dominated
hip hop industry isn’t a bed of
roses, according to Phang Sook
Kuan, more popularly known by her
stage name Seven.
Competitions can be extra
challenging simply because she’s often
going up against the guys, who are
physically stronger and faster. “But I
will not give up dancing for the world,”
the 25-year-old added, undeterred.
Phang began dancing at the age of
14, and soon formed her first all-girl
group, So Crazy. The unit did
amazingly well and bagged numerous
championship titles. In 2010, she found
herself to be the only female dancer in
another group, Katoon Network.
“The dynamics were totally
different and I found myself working
twice as hard as the guys to make up
for my lack of stamina and strength. It
has resulted in injuries at times, but at
the end of the day, it is worth it. This
has earned me the privilege to
choreograph some of our dances, and
that is a real honour,” Phang
concluded.
Her efforts, which include daily
practice and strength training, proved
fruitful when Katoon Network was
crowned champion at the 2011 Astro
Battleground competition, following
many other triumphs throughout the
years.

TRIVIA
Most inspiring person: His
dad.
Unusual habit: “I like to smell
things.”
Number of musical instruments he can play: Four.
Favourite beach: Boracay,
the Philippines.
Life motto: “Use every
opportunity and live every
moment; don’t regret the
chances we didn’t take!”
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Which genre would you say your art
belongs to?
There’s no specific genre for what I do.
However, the closest answer would be
a hybrid of architecture and
conceptual, abstract art. It is also
surreal and contemporary at the same
time.

B

Give us a sneak
peek of your
upcoming
projects.
I will be working

BY MICHELLE LIM

ANY people have the
perception that art can
only be done by the
talented. According to
Raja Azeem Idzham (also
popularly known as Ajim Juxta),
passion and perseverance play a major
role in an artist’s success as well.
Without these key traits, it will be
difficult to go far based on talent alone.
Azeem has been exposed to art
from as young as the age of four. His
late parents, while not artists, were art
graduates and have imparted their
appreciation and love for art to their
children. In fact, the architecture
graduate decided to pursue art fulltime after working for a while.
“The first few years were definitely
tough. People tend to ask if I can cari
makan (make a living) as an artist,”
Azeem recalled.
“I said, of course you can – but it is
not easy.”
Since then, Azeem has been
working on his pieces in his gallerycum-studio, Titikmerah in Publika,
which is shared with two other
prominent artists.
“Working on my art here has
allowed me to engage with passers-by
and share about my work in person,”
Azeem said, adding that being on site
helps break the stigma that all artists
are reclusive.
Last April, Azeem was gifted a
Young Art Award at the 2016 Young
Art Taipei fair in Taiwan.
“Getting this award made all the
difference in my career as an artist,”
enthused the 28-year-old.

BY MICHELLE LIM

First of all, could you tell us why
you decided to use the name
Seven?
The name actually came from a game
we played in school where no real
names were allowed. We drew
numbers instead and mine was

Next Gen

He
composed
his first
complete
piece of
music at
the age
of 16.

and his mother was one
of the first female DJs in
Malaysia. It hasn't been
easy living up to “famous
parents”, but Daniel has
made the savvy decision to
shift his talents to a
different spectrum of the
industry – music production
– helping him break out of
his parents' shadow and into
a limelight of his own.
“I got my jazz influences
from my dad, and disco from
my mum. Along the way, I was
also influenced by other types of
music through the media.
However, I am drawn to various
genres so producing music was
an obvious path since it allows
me to tinker with music in a
diverse manner,” he explained.
His diligence paid off when at
age 19, Daniel earned an
Anugerah Industri Muzik
(AIM) nomination for
Best Producer, in
making Noryn
Aziz’s second

album. Since then, he has
worked with some of the
most influential names in the
local music industry,
mobilising a steady growth of
his career in music
production, year after year.

with three different groups of
artistes who are breaking into
the Malay music scene, so it’s
quite exciting. Other than that,
I’m also looking into doing more
YouTube collaborations as they
are very well-received, based on
the number of views. By late
2016, I am also looking into
opening my own production
record label – that’s the dream.

Next Gen

> Daniel Veerapen lets us in on what goes
on behind the scenes of creating music

ASHRAF SHAMSUL/THESUN

N

OT many
Malaysians
could say
they were
nominated for a
national music award in
their teens. Except of
course, if you're Daniel
Veerapen, who has been
largely influenced by
music since he was 11.
“I grew up in a musical
family, so it’s not hard to
see where I got my
influences from.
When I was younger,
visiting my dad's
studio piqued my
interest and inspired
me to compose my
own tunes,” expressed
the 29-year-old.
Daniel’s father was
a pioneering artiste in
the local jazz industry,
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FOR MORE ARTICLES & TO READ, PLEASE HEAD TO MICHELLEFREELANCES.COM

M IC HE LLE FRE E LANCES .COM

Services & Rates
DESIGN & BRANDING

PRINT & SOCIAL MEDIA
Starts from MYR300

CORPORATE
PRINT MATERIALS
Starts at MYR500

BRANDING
LOGOS & STATIONERY
Starts at MYR1,500

CALLIGRAPHY
WEDDINGS, PLACECARDS
Starts at MYR400

CLIENTS OF NOTE

The right imagery of what your brand represents, helps you
make the best first impression for lasting effect:
• Business Cards
• Resumés / Media Kit / Profile Page
• Website/Blog Headers
• Social Media Profile Image (all platforms)
• Promo Images for Brand Launch on Social Media / Blog
Place all of your corporate information into the right layout.
Make it look less boring so that they actually get read:
• Company Profile / Press Release
• Company Services & Portfolio
• Infographics
• Corporate Presentations

Looking for a rebrand? Or not sure how to bring your startup idea into a visual? I can help you with these:
• Brand Identity Design (logo, font + colours)
• Rebranding (logo, font + colours)
• Social Media Integration

Have all the right invitation designs, placecards, message
boards, Facebook headers and other wedding-related
printables just the way you want them:
• Invitation card design
• Placecard calligraphy (handwritten cursive)
• Other wedding-related printables

D JUNGLE PEOPLE
GLAM MAGAZINE MALAYSIA
ICON MAGAZINE MALAYSIA
ELLE MAGAZINE MALAYSIA
KW-JWEE MARKETING
NATURAL LOOKS MALAYSIA
MALAYSIA ICE HOCKEY FEDERATION
CRUZ EVENTS SDN BHD

M IC HE LLE FRE E LANCES .COM

Portfolio
DESIGN & BRANDING

M IC HE LLE FRE E LANCES .COM

WHERE DO YOU OPERATE FROM?
I am based in Malaysia and my local clientele is
mostly located within the Klang Valley.

of over one week will require a contract and a
standard deposit before I can start work.

HOW MUCH DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED?
For projects totalling under MYR1,000, a full
ARE YOU OPEN TO INTERNATIONAL CLIENTS?
Yes, I am. However, due to time differences and payment is required upfront. Whereas for
projects that sums up to MYR1,000 or more,
remote working conditions, please be advised
that I would not recommend working on time- a 50% deposit is required. Until the deposit
for the agreed amount is paid, no work will
sensitive projects.
commence.
WHAT ARE YOUR WORKING HOURS LIKE?
I am available from 9am to 7pm on weekdays,
and 9am to 1pm on Saturdays. Sundays and
public holidays are my off days. However, offwork hour calls and urgencies are accepted, on
a case-by-case basis.

DO YOU ACCEPT EVERY SORT OF PROJECT?
Unfortunately, I can only accept projects that
I believe fits well with my work ethics. After
our initial discussion, I will let you know if I am
able to take on your project and send you my
quotation. This will also depend on my working
timeline, I cannot accept new projects if I’m
held down by my schedule.

DO YOU REQUIRE A CONTRACT?
Yes, all major projects that requires a timeline

IS MY INITIAL DEPOSIT REFUNDABLE?
All deposits are non-refundable as it is my
method of securing you a spot amidst my busy
work schedule. As a result of that, I turn away
potential clients to allow the proper amount
of time that your project deserves. If you back
out of the project, that leaves an empty slot
that could have been given to another project.
The deposits ensure that a client is serious with
engaging my services for a project.

WHAT IF I DON’T SEE THE TYPE OF PROJECT I
NEED LISTED HERE?
Talk to me. I sometimes have clients who need/
want a different sort of project that isn’t listed,
but is also well within my capabilities. Drop me
the details of your project and we can see if it’s
possible. (Never say never!)

Frequently Asked
Questions

M IC HE LLE FRE E LANCES .COM

Thank You!
I appreciate the time taken to read through my media kit.
More than that, I am excited to start this journey with you!
If you are ready to talk about a possible project, please
contact me at michellefreelances@gmail.com for availability and consultation.
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